Presenting Sponsor – $2,500.00 (only one available) Includes:
- Two 4-person teams in the tournament
- All tournament games for all players (putting contest, mulligans, etc.)
- Prominent, logoed, color signage at the tournament
- Top-billing and recognition in tournament marketing/promotional materials
- Special recognition at pre-tournament announcements and at awards presentation
- Opportunity to include logoed items for the participant gift bags

Ace Sponsor – $1,500.00 (only one available) Includes:
- One 4-person team in the tournament
- Sponsors par 3 hole-in-one prizes chosen by tournament planning committee
- Logoed, color signage at the tournament, sponsor signage on all par 3s
- Recognition in tournament marketing/promotional materials
- Recognition at awards presentation
- Opportunity to include logoed items for the participant gift bags

Eagle Sponsors – $1,250.00 Includes:
- One 4-person team in the tournament
- Logoed, color signage at the tournament
- Recognition in tournament marketing/promotional materials
- Recognition at awards presentation
- Opportunity to include logoed items for the participant gift bags

Birdie Sponsors – $1,000.00 Includes:
- Logoed, color signage at the tournament
- Recognition in tournament marketing/promotional materials
- Recognition at awards presentation
- Opportunity to include logoed items for the participant gift bags

Hole Sponsors – $175.00 Includes logoed, color signage on a tee box at the tournament

Gift/Prize Donations include recognition commensurate with donation

To participate, contact:
Sander Sowers
Lear Werts LLP
2003 W. Broadway, Ste. 107
Columbia, MO 65203
573-875-1991
sowers@learwerts.com